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Introduction:
One of the major constraint to the development of Ukraine’s leasing companies is access to finance at reasonable
rates. The main sources of financing for leasing are equity capital and bank loans, and occasionally a bond
issuance. Domestic bank loans are very expensive and international credit lines are very scarce. One option to
promote leasing as optimal business solution for both: the leasing company and the manufacturer/vendor/dealer
is Vendor Financing.
The purpose of the hereby analysis is to present the most common Vendor Finance partnership structures in
Europe which can be applied as the best practice. In order to discern that and also what are the business reason
for all parties to choose one structure over the others, the in-depth understanding of what Vendor Finance needs
to take place and what are the benefits for all parties.

What is Vendor Finance
Vendor Finance is a partnership program between a leasing company and a vendor to offer financing for customers
who are not interested in a cash purchase. Vendor finance might offer a total solution to the customer – finance,
maintenance, service, insurance, all in one package - or financing could be granted with some services. A leasing
company who will launch a Vendor Finance program along with a Partner for a particular brand, will support to
serve a distinct new market segment and grow his business.
Benefits for the Customers:
- Capital position: a leasing contract preserves existing resources – they can access the equipment without
having to tie up the required capital upfront.
- Affordable: lease payments make the solutions more affordable, meaning the customers can afford more
of the equipment they need to run the business. The customers, who chose leasing, buy what they need
and not what they can afford.
- Improved cash-flow: regular payments allow more accurate and efficient cash-flow forecasting
management;
- State-of-the-art technology: leasing removes the hassle of ownership giving the customer the flexibility to
upgrade to the technology they want, when they want it.
Benefits for the Vendor/Manufacturer:
- Intelligence – manufacturers and vendors gain more visibility on the product lifecycle, which helps them
build effective customer strategies;
- Increased sales – a leasing solution makes the equipment accessible to a higher number of customers
and helps to sell more;
- Upsell: thanks to a better understanding of the customer’s needs, manufacturers and vendors can design
proactive and targeted solutions for equipment upgrades and replacements.
- Sales cycle – with using leasing as a financial product, the sales cycle is much shortened and cash
payment is being made by the leasing company immediately, after completion of the leasing
documentation with the customer
Benefits for the Lessor:
- Building and maintaining solid relationships;
- Leasing portfolio diversification and growth as well;
- More effective access to potential customer base and thus more effective commercial process
- Achieve privileges for competitive financing due to special terms of cooperation with the Vendor (e.g.
subsidies, remarketing support, RV based leases etc).
Vendor Finance different program structures are used by many local, international or global companies in all
sectors in Europe and globally - Volvo, Mercedes, Schmitz, Scania, DAF, HP, Dell, GE, CAT, Philips Healthcare,
Siemens Healthcare, Apple, Lenovo, Dell, IBM, JCB, among many others have Vendor Finance solution, however
this concept is practically not implemented in Ukraine at any reasonable market scale as of yet. This is caused by
the fact that leasing as a financial product is still relatively unknown in Ukraine, even though recently a lot of
initiatives have been undertaken to promote this financial solution. Creating market awareness and market
acceptance for such product takes time and huge effort, and hopefully Vendor Finance concept implementation
will speed it up.
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In Eastern Europe, in other post communistic countries (e.g. Poland, Czech, Slovakia, Hungary etc.) this was also
the situation in the past – leasing as a financial product at first was not known in the countries, where the free
enterprise market had very short existence. Within couple of years leasing was becoming popular as one of the
financial solution, and then the market was becoming more prepared for Vendor Finance, as it requires a certain
level of understanding, how embedding finance will help the Vendor to increase its sales and how it will ease the
purchase process for the End Customer, allowing to shorten substantially the sales cycle.

Further expansion of Vendor Benefits
There are different ways to go-to-market for Vendors. Some of them decide to go for the direct market
approach, some other may choose to offer fully-fledged finance solution in the form of Vendor Finance, while some
others will use Vendor Finance on an opportunistic basis. The choice made by Vendor for one specific channel
rather than the other will very often depend on its strategy, market expertise and position and risk appetite for the
asset.
It is important to underline that Vendor Finance might be offered not only to the Vendors/manufactures but also to
the dealers/resellers. Some Leasing companies might use Vendor Finance as a local strategy on a case by case
basis as a result of available resources on their side, lack of proper field capacity, not big credit appetite or more
prudent asset selection, however the VF strategy will be the most effective, when launched on a well thought
trough, consistent basis.
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•Allows to increase sales and margin
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•Shortens the sales cycle and allows for faster and
safer cash
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•Gives unique data to manufacturers and asset control
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•Create value
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•Beat competition

Interest for a Vendor/Manufacturer to do Vendor Finance
Vendor Finance usually requires a little less resource than going direct on the market but it does not mean it is
easier. Vendor Finance requires the intermediation of a Vendor, which has its own interests, requirements and
expectations, not always easy to meet. The leasing company must bear it in mind with every started negotiations.
At the start of the new business development process, when the Vendor Finance is negotiated the leasing
company needs to ask the Vendor relevant business questions to understand its business properly as only then
a proper VF structure and program set up will be agreed and implemented successfully.
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What are the economic advantages of Vendor Finance versus going Direct
for the leasing company
Vendor introduces the asset finance provider with pre-screened of the End Users, among a vast number of
businesses which could potentially become leasing customers, some of them they would never even try to access
through a direct approach. The Vendor also pushes (or helps) those end-users to successfully pass the screens.
As Vendor makes the introduction, the leasing company might have less commercial resources in this channel, as
part of the commercial work the Vendor does.
At least, the basic screening from the Vendor allows the asset finance provider to contact end-users (potential
customers from the Vendor) with an interest for the financing of asset, an asset that matches their requirements.
One step further, the Vendor introduces the financer with end-users considering financing the asset. One more
step, the Vendor introduces with end-users, interested with both the asset and the financing, and also credit worthy.
The Vendor can even close the sale of the financing alone, together with the sale of the asset itself.
To summarize: the asset finance provider saves time, sales resources, marketing resources and even operations
resources thanks to the Vendor screening and pushing actions. Compared with a direct approach, in case of
Vendor Finance - the sell is easier, it saves costs, gets higher productivity and more value for the market players.

Most important criteria of a good VF program

Main Partnership structures in Vendor Finance concept
When the finance provider and the Vendor will find an interest into doing Vendor Finance, defining a market with
offer and demand, they need to consider the structure they will cooperate. It must be taken into consideration that
both sides will have respective expectations which might eventually meet – and the situation when they will make
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the match between the offer and the demand, this is what is called a vendor partnership. To agree the partnership
structures it requires time, negotiations, compromise and to look for the win-win. Sometimes this will not come to
life when offer and demand cannot meet, however in most cases this will result into the Vendor Finance structure.
There are 3 different partnership ways to cooperate, from the simplest to the most complex one: the Informal
Relationship, the Vendor Program and the Joint Venture. When a Vendor chooses a particular complexity of the
chosen partnership this often shows the Vendor’s maturity towards finance as well as maturity of the leasing
market in the country and the maturity of the industry.

The Vendor
Program

The informal
relationship

The Joint
Venture

Financing to the EU

The informal relationship
Having a written agreement in place is not the onlycondition to qualify for Vendor Finance. As long as the
relationship exists, is known and approved, meant not just for one deal but with a longer term perspective, that
relationship enters within the frame of Vendor Finance, despite the lack of a written, negotiated and signed
agreement.
Informal Relationship is the typical kind of partnership that Finance Providers with extended field presence and
good industry knowledge but weak Vendor Finance experience would favor. Their sales-people are close to their
Vendors, in the business for some time, able to react quickly, probably able to establish long term relationships
with the end-users themselves, beyond the Vendor.
Information Relationship is a good way to start with a Vendor, bringing business almost immediately, and this also
gives a chance to further educate and convince the Partner to go further into a more complex business relationship
- to a Vendor Program.
Convincing Vendors that they need financing may be difficult sometimes (“why financing?”) when that Vendor has
very low maturity toward financing.
The informal relationship is mainly driven by the argument that the Vendor wants to increase its sale, as this is
the easiest to understand. Also almost any Vendor or Dealer had experienced the situation when a customer
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wanted to buy their machine, but was not able to obtain financing or it has taken him a long time, and this has
caused the substantial time increase of the sales cycle. So as a consequence there is no usually an issue to
convince them that Vendor Finance can improve the sale, but usually the biggest challenge is to convince the
Vendor that their contribution is needed to make it a more efficient program.
As informal relationship is easy to implement, with no commitment on both sides, many Vendors are tempted to
go this route when not fully understanding the added value of the proper Vendor Finance Program. In order to
have a proper “more sale” VF solutions, most Vendors will need more than just giving the Financier’s name to the
customer.
The informal relationship structure is so far the most popular on the Ukrainian market due to relatively low maturity
of the market.

Vendor Finance Programs
When a Vendor is more mature and understands the added value of financing, the leasing company might work
with the Vendor on a more sophisticated finance solution. Vendor Program is the quintessence of what Vendor
Finance is all about.
When the Vendor will look for a cooperation with the leasing company, which will not only be able to make an
offer, but to also close transactions, then a Vendor Finance Program is the right solution. Vendor might look for:
1. A high approval rate – customer base of the Vendor might have not the strongest credit profile. Then
unique risk solutions might be considered to be given from the Vendor such as cash funded or virtual
risk pool, buy back, remarketing support etc.
2. Competitive pricing – if in a country domestic banks offer very expensive funding and the international
credit lines almost does not exist, then Vendor Finance is an excellent tool, to work out the right pricing
strategy for funding to make it more affordable for the end user and to allow Vendor to use the
“marketing” funding for either subsidies, blind discounts or any other way to be able to decrease the
funding rates. In Ukraine this topic should be usually discussed at the very beginning when the Vendor
Program set up will be discussed, as this might help Vendor tremendously to increase its sale and to
promote leasing as a financial product and Vendor Finance as a Financial Solution.
3. Flexibility – unique payment process might be required, seasonality, specific invoice method, bundled
solutions, life cycle bundled solutions etc.
4. Dedication of commercial resources – in the Vendor Program the Vendor might ask for 100%
allocation of certain number of commercial employees to support the program. The allocation request
will only have business sense from the leasing company’s perspective, when enough amount of New
Business Volume can be booked under the program, as only then the leasing company can have a
reasonable business case.
5. Loyalty – Vendor Finance Program is an agreed, detailed way how the Vendor and the Financial
provider will work together. Such arrangement is long term, requires resources and certain amount of
costs to be spent to negotiate the Vendor Program agreement. Such advance partnership structures
also gives loyalty to both sides, as all the time and effort spent bonds the parties together.
6. Industry expertise - Vendors are specialist of their industries, markets, and often their customers as
well. Because of that they expect the leasing company to match that knowledge, or at least to speak
the same language. On the credit perspective, the Vendor expect the leasing company to be able to
correctly assess a customers’ business in that specific industry. On the sales perspective, having
specific financing products or required flexibility is also highly expected (example: seasonal leasing
rentals for agriculture customers is a must in case of some farms).
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Vendor Financial Program Structure Migration
When a Vendor Finance program will be considered between the business partners, the legal and business set
up will vary, depending on:
-

-

Segment type
Asset type and what is the business experience the Vendor has with second hand market and statistical
data on that
How the Vendor intends to control the second hand market of its assets and thus what kind of
remarketing support is willing to grant for the leasing company, so that a proper Vendor asset-based
finance program might be developed
Profile type of the end user
Risk appetite of the leasing company
Financial standing of the Vendor
The understanding of the Vendor Finance concept by the Vendor and what is its willingness to embed
financing into the sales cycle
How well the Vendor controls the local market, what is its market share and what are the expansion
plans
Is there an executive support for the Vendor Program from both: the Vendor and the Leasing company
Do both parties understand strategic intent and key measures of success for VF program
Are both parties determined to make a success of the VF program?
What level of integration wants the Vendor to have with regards to VF? Are they willing to allow for the
right sales force and/or distribution channels integration?
What is the potential new business volume to be financed by the leasing company – a couple of
hundreds K of EUR or maybe 50 mln EUR, as then totally different legal structures needs to be
considered

In the below table there is a more detailed presentation, what are the potential legal structures of Vendor
Finance programs:

Branded Program either Private Label or Quasi-Private Label
Cooperation agreement
without profit sharing

Profit sharing agreement

Virtual Joint Venture

Joint Venture

STRUCTURE 1: VENDOR FINANCE COOPERATION AGREEMENT
(Without profit or risk sharing)
Such simplified structure of a Vendor Finance Program applies to the program, where there is not real
experience at the Vendor with financing and/or the potential business scale of the program does not justify more
advanced legal structures to apply in a particular country or region. On the European market there is a substantial
number of Vendor or Dealer programs, which fall under such structure. Such structure will be used by
Manufacturer’s which market share is relatively small or with the local Dealer’s who want to have its own financial
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solution. This type of agreement is the easiest to negotiate due to its simplicity and the fact that no detailed
profit/risk sharing arrangements will take place and the remarketing support on the best effort basis might apply.
Corporate Structure:


Separate legal entity not required, Vendor Finance program will be granted usually under the logo of a the
leasing company however in rare situations the program might be offered under the logo of a Vendor or
Dealer, but such requires certain business maturity of the Vendor.

Steering committee:




No steering committee appointment for the program to apply
Relationship to be managed through existing channels
Program manager to be appointed by the leasing company and this person to act as a liaison between
both Partners. Such program manager will be dedicated to manage a few different vendor programs and
no exclusivity for such program manager will apply.

Capitalization & Funding




No capitalization requirement
Funding provided by the leasing company
Financial leads provided either by the existing sale channel of a Vendor or only sales introduction of the
Vendor Finance solution to take place, and the sales person from the leasing company will work on
convincing the customer for financing.

Term



Fixed term with renewal options preferred
Anticipated 3 years

No exclusivity of cooperation for the leasing company will be given: seldom the First Right of Refusal might apply,
however this will be subject to individual negotiations and must be always specified in the cooperation agreement.
The First Right of Refusal means that the Vendor will at first always pass the potential customer for risk review to
the leasing company with whom such clause has been signed. When it will turn out that the customer cannot be
approved due to lack of the risk appetitive, then the Vendor can pass this customer to another leasing companies
for next review. In some cases the Vendor will always choose two financial leasing companies to run the Vendor
Finance Program in a particular country. This will apply in a case, where the Vendor operates in the business
segment, where the customers are not strong from the risk perspective or the business is cyclical and/or on the
particular market there is a challenge with the access to capital and the Vendor wants to have broader panel of
funders, to cover that risk.
BENEFITS OF THIS STRUCTURE:





Easiest to implement
No equity requirement
No accounting considerations
It is a good base for more advanced structures, if cooperation will turn out to be successful between parties
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STRUCTURE 2: PROFIT-SHARING ARRANGEMENT
(Dividend Based Program)
This is one of the most common Vendor Finance type of arrangements between the leasing company and the
Vendor. Most Manufacturers and Dealers, with sizable new business volume and market share in a country, will
consider this structure when establishing a Vendor Finance program. On the European market there are many
well known programs, which are launched on the market between the Leasing Company and the Vendor under
the Private Label Program (the leasing company is granted the permission to use the logo of a Vendor and the
financial program is promoted in such way, also by the commercial network of the Vendor) and the Vendor grants
different potential support to the leasing company (risk sharing), but also the profit sharing might apply.
In Western Europe, the following examples of such financial programs are presumed to be set up in this way,
however the legal details are not disclosed publicly due to commercial sensitivity of such arrangements so
business assumptions needs to be made: Apple Financial Services (IT), Technogym Financial Services (Fitness),
Manitowoc Finance (Industry), Liebherr Finance (Industry), CAT Financial (Industry), Doosan (Industry), Kion
(Industry), Ponsse (Forrest), Philips Capital (Medical), Toschiba (Medical), Samsung (Medical, Office Equipment),
SDF Finance, Claas Financial Services (Agri) etc.

Corporate Structure:





Separate legal entity not required
Branded Vendor Finance program will be launched, mostly with the usage of logo of a Vendor
Program Manager in the leasing company to be appointed and to act as a liaison person with the Vendor
Usually dedicated or semi dedicated commercial team appointed from the leasing company to properly
take care of the program

Supervisory Board:




No official committee appointment, however always needs to be created a Steering Committee, where the
representatives of Vendor and Leasing company will be present. Such Committee to be met on at least
semi–annual basis. The Chairman of the Steering Committee should always be appointed from the leasing
company and when such meetings take place, a fix agenda needs to be created, with the financial
performance program review along with the Key Performance Indicators to be analyzed. Minutes from
such meetings to be made in writing and always distributed to the participants.
Relationship to be managed through existing channels

Capitalization & Funding




No capitalization requirement
Assets belong to the leasing company
Funding provided by the leasing company

Example Profit-Sharing Opportunities




Joint Development of performance goals – this needs to be specified in the Vendor Finance Cooperation
agreement between the parties
Remarketing support from the Vendor is standard in such arrangements, as the Vendor wants to properly
control the second hand market.
Risk sharing
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Compensation tied to goal achievement is a must. A monthly review of agreed goals needs to be agreed
and proper reporting from both sides must be determined.
Potential examples of profit-sharing opportunities:
1. Retail Finance Volume (as a % of total equipment sales of the Vendor)
2. Approval % (as a % of all applications)
3. Conversion % (total contracts booked/total contracts approved)
4. Portfolio Delinquency
5. Residual Value Realization (to the extent that remarketing cooperation is in place and leasing is
embraced by the Vendor or Dealer network)
6. Risk sharing from the Vendor might be agreed and incorporated under the profit sharing structure

Term



Fixed term with renewal options
Anticipated 3 years minimum

Exclusivity: Right of First Refusal required as this is more advanced legal structure and only when the Vendor
Finance program will reach its maturity, the success of the program might be properly reviewed.

BENEFITS OF THIS STRUCTURE:







Easy to implement
No equity requirement
No accounting considerations
Both Parties more engaged in the development of the Vendor Finance program and cooperation
Joint marketing campaigns will be developed with subsidies and other commercial initiatives as such well
embedded Vendor Finance program is one of the most effective marketing tools from the Vendor
Bundled financial product with Vendor services might be granted such as: maintenance, extended
warranty, pick up and delivery, proper software installation, etc. If there will not be a proper contractual
agreement between the parties, then bundled financial products will never be granted by the leasing
company, as it will not be interested in incorporating such into the leasing rental, without being sure, that
the relationship with the Vendor is solid and reliable.

STRUCTURE 3:

VIRTUAL JOINT VENTURE

Such structure for Vendor Finance Program will make sense, where the below assumptions will apply::










The leasing company is the Sole Funder
Sizable amount of new business to be potentially financed by the leasing company
Vendor is well acquainted with the vendor finance concept and is willing to embed financing into its sales
cycle
The leasing company must be always the funder of first choice
Vendor is ready to give the proper support to the leasing company with regards to: remarketing, residual
pool, recourse pool etc)
Full Scale Training session to be done by the Leasing company to the Sales Network of the dealer,
Standard scoring (risk) card / lease documents & marketing materials to be developed for such structured
Vendor Finance program
Slow launching time will apply due to complexity of arrangements
Big Growth opportunity for the Vendor Finance Program, as the sales of the Vendor justifies such structure

Corporate Structure:



Separate legal entity not required
Simulated financial statements will be prepared, based on a set of agreed upon assumptions
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Supervisory Board:



Informal board appointed (has no actual authority) with representation from both companies
Informal board to meet regularly to review results and strategy

Capitalization & Funding




No capitalization requirement
Assets belong to the leasing company
Funding provided by the leasing company

Operating Expenses & Staffing





All appropriate expenses from the leasing company included in financial results
Vendor venture-related expenses could be included in financial results
Program Manager in the leasing company to be appointed and to act as a liaison person with the Vendor
Sales staff dedicated from the Leasing company for such virtual JV’s commercial activities.

Income Recognition



Performance based – virtual Vendor Finance P&L to be prepared by the leasing company
Risk/Reward proposition

Term



Fixed term with renewal options
Anticipated 3 years minimum

Exclusivity: Required
BENEFITS OF THIS STRUCTURE:






Easier to implement than formal Joint Venture and can be applied for the substantial new business volume
opportunity
No equity requirement
Financial rewards consistent with performance and both Parties will participate in such VF venture
One of the best commercial integration between the leasing company and the Vendor
When such structure considered, Vendor proves its solid business intention and interest in long-term
partnership

STRUCTURE 4:

JOINT VENTURE

Such structure for Vendor Finance Program will make sense, where the below assumptions will apply::








The leasing company is the Sole Funder
Sizable amount of new business to be potentially financed by the leasing company
Strong ties of the leasing company with vendor
Full Scale Training session, Reviews, Campaign to take place
Long launching time due to the complexity of such legal structure
Huge Growth opportunity for the program, but will only make financial sense, if the Vendor’s sale in a
country is big, as the establishment costs of JV’s are huge, and only big New Business Volume for such
program justifies it. Enough critical mass of business is a must for this structure.
There is a long term commitment between both Parties
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Probable start-up losses will take place unless portfolio will be purchased. Both partners needs to be
prepared for such, however a proper business plan preparation will create the right business
understanding of assumed business goals of such JV.

Corporate Structure:



Separate legal entity required
Actual financial statements and tax returns will be prepared

Shareholders:



The Leasing company and Vendor
Ownership % range:
o The Leasing company: 51% to 80% (but always majority)
o Vendor:
49% to 20%

Supervisory Board:



Formal Supervisory board appointed with representation from both partners
The Leasing company to chair the board as the financial program management should be its core
expertise

Capitalization & Funding



Assets belong to the joint venture
All funding provided by the leasing company (however there are some limited Vendor Finance programs
in the form of JV’s on the European market, where the funding is given by the Vendor, as it might be
cash reach). If this would be the case, the Vendor will want to use the expertise of the leasing company
how to profitably run such vendor program from the commercial and back office perspective but funding
for the JV will be taken from the Vendor. Such structure is very seldom, however it might happen).

Company expenses & personnel




All actual expenses included in the results.
Management fees (if applicable) payable to the JV partners.
Sales Employees will be directly employed by JV, the back office employees might or might not be
employed by the JV, based on pre-agreed strategy. If back office people will be not employed in the JV
then a Service Level Agreement would need to be signed between the JV and the leasing company,
where it will be captured who will do what kind of services, what are the major KPI’s and how much this
will be charged to JV).

Income Recognition


Based on ownership

Term



Fixed term with renewal options
Anticipated 7 years minimum

Exclusivity: Required
BENEFITS OF THIS STRUCTURE:





Captive-like solution without Balance Sheet impact
Ability to allocate tax benefits between partners
Voice of Vendor in the establishment and government of policies (e.g. pricing, credit, asset appetite),
strategic initiatives, and product development
Deferred recognition of tax gain on transferred assets
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Significant system and reporting efficiencies, which can only be justified if the potential business volume
to be financed by the leasing company is very sizable.

Other remarks for JV’s:
This legal structure is the most optimal for the huge potential volumes of business to be financed via Vendor
Finance partners, but also it is the least common among other potential structures, due to all of the above explained
assumptions. Such structure could be used for any business segment, however in some segments it is more
popular than others in Western Europe.
The most “famous” JV’s on the market are: HP Financial Services (IT), Dell Financial Services (IT), Philips Capital
(Medical), AGCO Finance (Agriculture), Cargobul Finance (Transport). In some countries where those vendor
programs exist different vendor finance program structures might apply – so in some countries the Vendor will
have JV with its chosen leasing partner (mainly big European Leasing Company) but in some smaller countries
there will be only Private Label Vendor Finance Program.
In the below summary, there is a “helicopter” review of advantages and disadvantages of each solution. If there
are e.g. “3 pluses” – it means that in this particular case this is the most beneficial solution – like in case of informal
relationship “the ease of establishment” and “the costs” have been given top “3 pluses” – as there are no any real
costs connected to it. So this might be tempting to some leasing companies, however in other categories the
informal relationship got very low scores.
On the other hand – in case of a real Joint Venture, this is the most complex and expensive structure to establish,
so each line got “minus”. But in case of all other categories Joint Venture score maximum “3 pluses” due to huge
benefits this structures brings to the leasing company.
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Vendor Finance summary:
Vendor Finance strategy might be an interesting business solution in Ukraine to both – the Vendor and the
Financial Provider. VF marketing support in the form of the subsidies, blind discounts, risk sharing etc. will make
the leasing offer to the customers more affordable and will allow the Ukrainian economy to grow and the customers
to buy what they need in order to modernize their companies and become more competitive.
The most appropriate business set up for the Vendor Program will be an effective way to support the leasing
business in Ukraine, will allow to promote the leasing solution as a financial product, and also will contribute to the
most effective way of financial support for the Vendor. The purpose of this VF best practice analysis from the
structure perspective is for the leasing companies in Ukraine to create the awareness that Vendor Finance, as a
commercial strategy should be considered in-depth, as this is one of the most effective ways to cooperate with the
Vendor as it adds value to the whole asset finance chain, makes the sales process quicker, more effective and
successful. The leasing market in Ukraine is at the moment immature and because of that, the way the partnership
will work depends very much on how open the Vendor is to the funding solution and if the Vendor understands
that the right Vendor Finance program will not only increase sales but also can bring additional value in many
different extra aspects (like extra income, increase credit appetite, special payment solutions etc). Some of the
international or global Vendors, who are already present on the Ukrainian market are more open to the more
sophisticated solutions – like the Profit-Sharing Vendor Finance Program), as in those companies there is a global
know-how of added value of Vendor Finance. In case of the local Vendors or dealers it will be very probable that
at first they will want to go for the “Informal partnership” solution, as they only focus on the “more sale” concept,
and there is nothing wrong with that. As with time, when the local partners and the dealers will get the practical
experience with the most basic Vendor Finance solution, they will become more open to more sophisticated and
complex financial solutions, resulting in the true Vendor Finance program set up, which is the quintessence of the
most effective funding concept.
Such evolution from the “informal partnership” structures through the Vendor Finance and at the end in the real
Join Venture solutions has been experienced in all of the Central European Countries, where leasing entered the
market as a financial product, after the creation of the free enterprise market. It must be remembered that in this
part of the region the free enterprise market has much shorter history, then in Western Europe, as after the
Communism collapsed, the countries needed to learn themselves how to best operate and every country had its
own market evolution with regards to finance products. Ukraine at the moment is at the place when leasing as a
financial product is still relatively new concept and the business awareness about leasing is steadily increasing
however the market is not matured yet. In such circumstances the leasing companies who can be the visionaries,
who can plan the strategy and its company long term goals for few years ahead, will really set up the trend for the
Vendor Finance, as with being the pioneer, will be the winners for the upcoming Vendor Finance business.
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Introduction:
Manual on Vendor Finance program implementation issues is designed to set up an optimal process by
implementing in a leasing company standardized approach.
The purpose of such is to ensure that:
1) Potential Vendors receive the same treatment and attention during their program implementation in a leasing
company.
2) The internal customers (meaning relevant employees in the leasing company) receive all necessary information
to start with the program in the quickest and most efficient way (in order to minimize errors and optimize the
potential program success).
The proper and efficient vendor program implementation in the leasing company allows for outstanding first
impression on the new vendor partner. It is an easy way to prove that the leasing company has the right level of
operational excellence and customer service. Also it will prove that the leasing company can easily manage a
complicated implementation process in order to add value for the Vendor.

Also this manual is meant to be a guide for successful program implementation and integration, a synthesis of
useful information. When a program is new, program integration is a crucial step when on-boarding any program.
This manual will outline the steps needed to maximize communication from program initiation through execution,
which should ultimately lead to program success.
This manual will highlight a typical program timeline and the key elements that go into the framework of a
successful program. One should bear in mind, that each program may differ by starting point and have different
functions fulfill the roles needed to accomplish a necessary implementation steps, this manual outlines an
execution method that should increase the probability of any program’s success.

Step by step development of the VF Program;

The above outline illustrates a generic program timeline from prospecting through flow business. It’s important to
see such visualization prior to discussing roles and responsibilities for program implementation as a number of
tasks occur under each step.
Below, please find a further description of each of the above steps.
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Vendor Prospect:
During the proper New Business Development process Vendors are being identified for potential cooperation with
a particular leasing company. At this stage, when the actual negotiations start between the Parties, the leasing
company should initially align with the Vendor about the following topics:
-

the potential new business volume/business potential,
proposed program structure (private label/semi-private label, with or without dividend sharing or maybe a
Joint Venture),
end-user/lessee structures,
commercial resource needs in the leasing company (dedication or shared sales team),
which margin strategy to be applied and will subsidies and any other incentives to apply,
assets to be financed,
potential risk recourse from the Vendor etc.

It is a must for the leasing company to obtain the above initial business information from the Vendor, as without
such knowledge it will be not possible to establish an adequate Vendor Finance program, which will suit Vendor’s
business needs and also will not allow the leasing company to properly understand how to commercially and
operationally process such business leads. If the New Business Development process will not be conducted
properly, it might result in the signed program which will fail, due to the lack of the proper business knowledge
about Vendor’s needs and a lack of operational and commercial effectiveness in the leasing company.
Every leasing company, which will implement Vendor Finance program – should develop a special internal
approval form for Vendor Finance Program and such document should be reviewed (and signed off) by all the
relevant business departments in the leasing company such us: sales/risk/operations/finance/legal - to ensure that
the leasing company can perform under the potential vendor finance program structure and to determine, if there
are potential deal breakers. If such will appear, then they should be addressed by the leasing company towards
the Vendor immediately to agree a potential way how to resolve the outstanding issue.
If a potential Vendor prospect is approved internally by the leasing company, the New Business Development
person will move forward with a Letter of Intent to begin program agreement negotiations.
In the separate document prepared by myself, called “Vendor Finance Agreement template guidance” there are
legal and business issues determined, which needs to be captured in the Vendor Finance Cooperation agreement.
This should be the basis for the legal and business negotiation. Every leasing company has its own internal
legal/business and risk rules which will influence the shape of the final template of the Vendor Finance Cooperation
Agreement.

VF Contract Signing:
In general terms, “VF contract signing” means the Vendor cooperation agreement was successfully negotiated
and signed, however several items are assumed under this step and should take place before moving any further.
This means that the Vendor Program structure is negotiated and approved, cooperation agreement is signed and
the new business volume is about to be booked, after program implementation at both sides: Vendor and the
leasing company. And if the new business volume is about to happen, then the appropriate commercial and back
office resources in the leasing company needed to perform under the program, will have to be in place in order to
continue.
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Implementation:
Program implementation is an important part of the communication vehicle. At this stage a Program Manager,
who will manage the successfully negotiated Vendor Finance program, should be already appointed in the leasing
company and introduced to the Vendor.
Program Manager should be responsible for the actual vendor program internal and external implementation
however the New Business Development person should still give a strong support, as she/he knows the program
arrangements and the Vendor the best.
When the implementation phase starts, all the internal leasing stakeholders must be involved; i.e. risk
management, sales support, sales, portfolio management, operations administration, customer service and so on.
This is sometimes the first time a line support member in the leasing company may be aware of the signed Vendor
program and how it works.
At this stage the best would be for the Program Manager to prepare a document (or a power point presentation),
which might be called “VF implementation manual” where it should be described - who the Vendor program
partner is, - what is the structure of the program and what are the keys to success. This should be an internal
informative document, which might be used as a Program Guidance moving forward.
Alternatively, if the leasing company prefers a less structured approach, a multi departmental meeting should be
organized, with each representative obligatory present, and then Program Manager will present the Vendor
Finance program features. The latter solution does not require an effort to prepare an extensive VF implementation
manual, however verbal presentation is only useful, if there is not a big turnover of employees in the leasing
company. Every time the leasing employee, who is involved in the Vendor Finance program, will change its role
or leave the company, then such VF program introduction needs to take place for the replacement and this
approach is less effective.
To ensure clear communication, the life cycle of a transaction under the given program should be discussed along
with roles, responsibilities and any specific business requirements, if negotiated with the Vendor.
During program implementation it is recommended not to assume that every department knows their
responsibilities as the elements of each program differ. Details must be discussed; i.e. who’s responsible for
entering the application, who will prepare quoting (offers), during which time there is a need to generate lease
documents, which margin needs to apply for offer preparation, is the vendor going to give subsidies and if so, for
which period and for which assets etc.
The external implementation phase is also crucial for the effective program launch, so the Program Manager
should agree with the Vendor how the communication about the finance program will be announced in the Vendor’s
network. Also a Kick off meeting were the Sales participants from both: the Vendor’s network and the leasing
company should take place and the Vendor Finance Program strategic introduction should be conducted by the
Program Manager and usually a Senior Commercial Director or the General Manager to the participants. Also
there should be time for socializing – as Vendor Finance program is all about relations, so some extra time for
introduction and relationship establishment should be provided.
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Train:
Training will present how to execute the program and if there are any specific program nuances. Training should
include training to all internal leasing program stakeholders as noted above and can be segmented among function
depending on the program’s specific needs. Training is also something that will continue throughout the life of a
program as new members are introduced to the support team and changes occur within the program.
The training will apply not only to the internal stake holders in the leasing company, but also should be conducted
by the Program Manager and sales field for the Vendor’s sales network (including the Dealer’s network), as the
Vendor Finance program will only be successful, if the commercial team of the Vendor will have enough business
comfort to present the agreed financial offers and schemes. The level of details for the Vendor Finance training to
be granted to the Vendors/Dealers commercial team will very much depend on the complexity of the program and
agreed program scheme. During the implementation phase it is recommended to give the training about the added
value of financing and basics of the financial product, in order not to “scare” the Vendor’s commercial team – as
those people are not financial specialist and they need to understand the strategic added value of Vendor Finance
but do not need to know the nitty-gritty details of e.g. financial program, tax schemes etc – as the latter needs to
be known by the Sales team of the leasing company.

Manage:
This is “building the business” phase, meaning new business volumes booked by the leasing company and the
increased sales with the Vendor, thanks to financing. This is where the leasing company starts to see a return on
investment for the Vendor Finance program. This is also where processing deficiencies are determined and the
overall process may be adjusted.

Stabilize:
At this phase the leasing company built a healthy pipeline, got relevant business experience from the Vendor
network and its end-customers and any operating issues are addressed. The Program Manager along with the
Vendor, should do the first assessment to see what worked well and what needs still to be adjusted. Such first
assessment should take place usually 6 months after the full program implementation. To underline - the
assessment should be undertaken with also the stakeholders of the Vendor that were part of the initial
implementation and have practical knowledge of the program and not only within a leasing company. This
assessment is outside of a standard program’s periodic reviews as this should only apply to the program
implementation.
Periodic program reviews should be agreed with the Vendor during the negotiation phase and should be treated
and organized separately. Periodic Program Reviews have to continue through the life of a program for both
internal and external communication, which address consistent measurements of the given program. Depending
on the size and structure of the Vendor Program, the frequencies of reviews might differ. These periodic review
will continue to help the integration process, which will keep the communication vehicle open for improvement into
the future and will allow to build a meaningful and mature finance program.
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Expand:
This phase applies to the business stage which is stable, the business relationship between the Vendor and the
leasing company is in already well established and the business is developing and growing. During this period
both Partners – Vendor and the leasing company – should be well engaged into the program via different
commercial initiatives (e.g. subsidized campaigns/ new product promotions, marketing promotions etc.), which will
translate into new business volume further growth.

Harvest:
The Vendor Finance program usually reaches its maturity after 3 full years of implementation as it takes a lot of
time and effort to build a relationship between the parties and then reach a meaningful new business volume from
the Vendor Finance program. Due to this, it is the most optimal to sign more complex Vendor Finance Cooperation
agreements for 3 years, with automatic extension clause after this period of time if Parties will be satisfied with
such relation, and not to sign Vendor Finance agreements for only 1 year. 1 year period is too short for any proper
business relationship development and does not give both Parties enough business comfort to allocate the
appropriate financial and commercial resources for program growth. When potential Vendor Finance Cooperation
agreement for 3 years is negotiated, then 6 months termination clause should be included as an option, as it might
be risky for both Parties to sign a 3 years contract without any termination clause.
For Vendor Finance programs, to witness continued success, the leasing company needs to review the program
internally and with the Vendor partner. This will enable the team to avoid becoming too complacent or to lose the
understanding of the market/vendor needs. This step includes proper marketing campaigns and the finance
program well embedded into the sales cycle of the Vendor’s network. Also, the periodic program reviews
mentioned above needs to take place to examine program profitability and achievement of other agreed Key
Performance Indicators (KPI). Again, depending on the program’s size and structure, the frequency of the reviews
will be determined. For example, quarterly reviews may not work for Vendor Finance programs that fund seasonal
business or the Vendor Program is very standard with the new business volume relatively small – then semiannual
or annual review meetings might be enough.

The number and the functions of the staff involved in Vendor Finance
program implementation:
During the program implementation, it must be clearly defined, what are the roles and responsibilities of each Party
– the Vendor and the leasing company. On top the roles and responsibilities of the leasing employees in the front
and back-end must be properly allocated, so that a smooth implementation process will be possible. This will result
in a successful Vendor finance program. Roles and responsibilities are extremely important to define also so, that
the internal and external communication issues that might occur, will be eliminated or minimized. Each Vendor
program may differ by starting point and have different departmental functions fulfill the roles needed to accomplish
a necessary step, however the below outlines the typical responsibility of each role in the leasing company.
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Roles and Responsibilities allocation in the leasing company
Roles and responsibilities are extremely important to discuss so that we avoid communication issues that occur
with handoffs. Again, each program may differ by starting point and have different functions fulfill the roles needed
to accomplish a necessary step, however the below outlines the typical responsibility of each role.

New Business Developer (NBD)
The New Business Developer role is very crucial in case of Vendor Finance program set up, as this person is
holistically responsible to identify potential Vendor Partners and when done so, then successfully negotiate the
partnership with senior management of those Vendors. This requires very talented, experienced and well trained
person from the leasing company. The industry experience in which the Vendor is active is a big plus, however it
is not a pre-requisite, as open mindedness and business flexibility might compensate the lack of industry
experience, especially when the leasing company tries to enter a new industry.
NBD is responsible for identifying and communicating a potential Vendor’s needs internally in the leasing
company. NBD will obtain internal approval for a proposed program structure, act as a liaison person between the
Vendor and the leasing company during negotiation phase of potential cooperation and finally will manage to
negotiate the Vendor Finance cooperation agreement, which will be signed by the Parties.
NBD might continue to stay involved in the program implementation, training efforts and the periodic program
reviews.
The role and responsibilities of the NBD are as follows:
-

Finding new vendors

-

Establishing vendor programs, including the successful VF agreement negotiations

-

Conducting introduction Sales training to Vendor along with Program Manager, if relevant

-

Preparation of marketing material for the program implementation

-

Support the Leasing Sales team for program implementation, as the NBD knows the Vendor organization
the best, and will act as the face known to the vendor partner. This will allow to build the relationship
quicker and more efficient.

-

Program Manager to take over from NBD when program rolled out is done

During the new business development negotiations, the following is recommended for the leasing company to
have, in order to optimize the negotiation process and avoid implementation issues:
-

The leasing company should use its own legal document templates, where possible
Conduct internal new business development strategy meetings in the leasing company prior to vendor
meeting (or after first meetings with the vendors) and agree if there are any implementation issues.
Especially an alignment with between Sales and Risk needs to take place, as the right underwriting
appetite is a must in case of vendor program. If the Risk Department will see some potential challenges
with the assets to be financed or the industry to be entered, then this should be addressed towards the
NBD person. When such will be addressed, then the NBD person should address those Risk questions
towards the Vendor and potential mitigation factors should be discussed. Sometimes it might turn out that
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-

the addressed risk do not exist, or can be mitigated easily by the Vendor, that’s why it is so important to
know them in advance.
Always the leasing company should have an alternative proposal prepared, if aware of any negotiation
challenge
The leasing company should always be prepared to exit the negotiations. Thus it is crucial to identify “deal
breaker” issues early, and if reaching the agreement is not possible, then such negotiations should end
The leasing company should identify vendor meeting participants and try to find out their background and
understand, who they are and how they influence the negotiation process.
Always negotiate business issues first, legal issues second
Determine 1 or 2 big issues and work on alternative solution.
Try to have the win-win for both sides
Find small win points for the Vendor to make them feel good during negotiation, as this is a great “bridge”
strategy for more difficult points to negotiate
Always the deadlines for completion should be determined and should be known by each negotiation side,
as then it is clear, when an agreement needs to be reached or negotiations stopped.

Below the NBD topics are enlisted, which should be analyzed by the leasing company,
during Vendor Finance program negotiations:

Risk

Operations

Finance

Legal

• Is this in standard risk appetite of the leasing company? Standard lease structure?
• Can standard risk approval process apply? Is the vendor in the private sector or public or both? Is it ok. to go for both
business channels?
• Should automatic scoring be developed?
• Vendor analysis – reliance level and also country set up (are dealers there or direct sale from Vendor?)

• Within leasing company current operational capability? Need new business process flow?
• Can the current leasing system (internal software used) process such Vendor Finance program requirements?
• Any unique payment scheme to apply? When the pay out process should be done?
• Are there any unique business requirements for this Vendor?

• Can current funding process cope with this Vendor program?
• Funding in local or foreign currency will be needed?
• What will be the maximum term of financing? Is there any minimum term to apply as well?
• Is there any Tax or VAT issue to apply for the finance assets or agreed finance structure?
• Are the Treasury capability enought to handle the Vendor Finance Program?

• Any compliance issues?
• Does the leasing company have enough legal resources to prepare the VF contract on time?
• Any issue with the rights to enforce the contract?
• Possible legal “show stopper”?

Program Management
Program Manager is duly responsible for the take over of the negotiated Vendor Finance program from the New
Business Developer. Program Management should be responsible for the actual program implementation and
external and internal training along with the New Business Developer. During the program take over, the NBD
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person knows the Vendor and Vendor Finance program set up the best, so it is the most optimal that both: NBD
and the Program Manager are involved in the implementation phase.
The Program Manager is responsible for periodic vendor program reviews, program assessment (internal and
external) and program communication. The Program Manager will monitor program performance and continue to
develop training where needed. Program manager also is responsible for the management of the field sales
(Account Managers who are either dedicated or semi dedicated to the particular Vendor Finance program).
Program Manager’s tips:
-

Every Vendor Finance program should have a Program Manager in the leasing company, disregarding
the structure

-

Program Manager might be fully dedicated to the Vendor program, if there is enough critical mass of
business (like in case of Joint Venture or Vendor Finance program with potential big new business
volume), but this person can also share program management responsibility with other non-competitive
programs, if of smaller nature

-

Program Manager represents Vendors’ interest within Leasing Company……and Leasing interests within
the Vendor, so this person must always have win-win mentality and every day diplomacy.

-

Program Manager has a totally different profile then the New Business Development person as different
skills are required, so it is recommended to have different people for such positions. If the leasing company
will have small sales team, then it is not unusual that one person will have a combine role: New Business
Developer and Program Manager. When the number of vendor finance programs will grow in a leasing
company, at a certain stage a separation of such jobs will need to take place.

Sales Support
Sales Support Department is responsible for transactional execution, as negotiated with the Vendor. The sales
support function is the one, which covers most of the commercial activities connected with the Vendor’s sales
team and with the end-users; it supports answers of incoming calls, prepares quotes and lease documents if
required, prepares files needed for funding and some other customer related matters. This must all be considered
when determining capacity within the current headcount or if additional HR resources are needed, especially if a
bigger Vendor finance program will be implemented in a leasing company. It is crucial for the Program Manager
to communicate the program’s needs and arrangements for transactional execution so that sales support
management can assess, if there will be any requirement for not standard manual process steps and how the
agreed transactional process is aligned with the internal process for standard business. The more exemptions
agreed with the Vendor, the more internal alignment is needed with the Sales Support and Operations
Administration for the proper transaction handling.

Risk Department
Risk Department is responsible for the proper risk assessment of the program itself as well as the structure of the
relationship and the underlying end-user risk. Again, depending on the program’s needs, the Risk Departmental
will be responsible for preparing the necessary adjustments to the negotiated Vendor Finance cooperation
agreement to ensure that the right risk appetite in the leasing company will exist and this will translate into the
proper program execution during program implementation through regular flow business. It is crucial for the
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Program Manager to communicate the program’s needs so that risk management can make a fair assessment of
resource needs and prepare the adequate underwriting risk criteria and automatic scoring, if this will be negotiated
and agreed with the Vendor.

Operations Administration
Operation Administration is responsible for the pay out process and booking the leases that come in under the
Vendor Finance program. Depending on what requirements are needed for the program, it must be properly
assessed what will be the anticipated number of transactions funded per month and any special booking
requirements, so that they the adequate processes and resource needs will be defined for the Operations
Administration. One of the biggest added value of the properly launched Vendor Finance program is that the whole
sales cycle at the Vendor will be substantially shortened by the fact, that the pay out process from the leasing
company will be smooth and seamless. In order to achieve that a proper resources allocation must be determined
and process known by every member in the Operations Administration.

Marketing tools to promote VF Program
The development of marketing materials are crucial for the proper Vendor Finance program launch. At first the
NBD person will agree the initial marketing strategy for the program launch. The proper marketing materials are
crucial to build the awareness of the program, but also it should build the confidence among the sales team of the
Vendor, as in the marketing flyers it must be explained what is the added value of financing for the end-user, what
kind of financial products might be considered and how the leasing company can assist both: the Vendor and the
end-user.
From the start of the Vendor finance program, the leasing company should participate in any important commercial
events of the Vendor – in order to promote the finance program and also to allow itself to establish a proper
relationship with the sales team of the vendor/dealer and also with the end-user. The following commercial events
might be considered, where the Vendor finance representation will be promoted:
-

-

Trade shows, with “the Finance Corners” and special promotions – like flyers, brochures, posters,
promotional items with the Vendor Finance program logo.
Road shows organized by the Vendors for their dealers and/or end-users. If there will be an event
organized for the Vendor’ dealers, then special incentive schemes might be announced, if prior agreed
with the Vendor. Stock finance might be also considered as added value solution of the vendor finance
program.
E-mail campaigns for the dealer network with special campaigns which might apply for a particular line of
equipment or e.g. subsidised financing.

When the program is implemented, then the Program Manager along with the Vendor will develop the marketing
strategy, based on the Vendor needs and business goals.
The digital marketing also might play a crucial role, in the currently digitalized world. It is recommended to consider
the following potential activities:
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Vendor Website:
-

-

Finance section related to Vendor Finance program and finance promotions (the following might be
developed: 0% or special rate lease, seasonality payment lease, extended warranty connected to a vendor
finance lease offer, new equipment model launches with finance, inventory promotions
Special vendor finance promotions banners
Place the financial marketing flyers developed for the program launch on the website as well

Dealer Website:
-

Finance section related to Vendor Finance program should be placed
Promotional materials about the Vendor Finance program and current promotions

Social media
Communication campaigns about the Vendor program launch, especially if the Vendor’s end-users are using this
channel should be developed, with the possible “eye catchers” – like special promotions or information
campaigns about the program set up.

External communication:
Vendor and the leasing company should align about the media marketing presence during the new business
development phase and update the agreed marketing strategy during the life of a program.
It is a good practice to put in the industry media – special advertisements about the newly created finance program.
Also it might be relevant to put a sponsored articles about the vendor finance program, to create awareness and
to reach to the potential end-customer.
Also both: the Vendor and the leasing company might consider to participate in the Industry speaking events or
conferences, where also the end-customers of the Vendor will participate. It is a perfect platform to establish
business relations and promote the finance program.

Below there is summary of potential marketing activities to be performed by the leasing company, during the
program implementation or when Vendor program is implemented. Such marketing actions will add value towards
the Vendor’s sales network:
MARKETING
SERVICES

EXAMPLES

Strategic planning

 Strategic plans / Marketing plans / Initiatives plans
 Strategic / innovation workshops
 New product development

NBD support

 Brochures, presentations, proposals
 Vendor / Dealer direct campaigns
 Pitching marketing as value-add

Training

 Leasing as a financial product, deals structuring, accounting, products, consultative selling
 Training concepts, training materials, sales manuals

Campaigns (dealer)

 Rental fleet finance (if such solution might apply to a particular Vendor business model)
 Stock finance
 Demo finance
 Incentive schemes
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MARKETING
SERVICES

EXAMPLES

Campaigns (end user)

 0% / special rate
 Seasonality payments / flexibility / extended warranty / other product features
 New equipment model launches with finance
 Prospecting
 Pre-approval
 Inventory promotions

Marketing collateral

 Brochures
 Flyers
 Posters
 Promotional items

Events

 Trade shows
 Conferences
 Hospitality events

External
communications

 Branding
 Newsletters
 Advertising & PR
 Websites, social media

Examples of marketing flyers promoting VF solutions (eye catchers):

Measurement of the vendor program efficiency (Key Performance Indicators – KPI’s)
Every VF program (including JV’s) must have an agreed up front set of KPI’s which will determine how
successful the program is for both Parties. Below are examples of potential KPI’s to be included in the
measurement of program success:
-

The minimal NBV per annum to be financed

-

The finance penetration of Vendor’s sales

-

The minimal NBV per Account Manager in leasing company

-

The program risk costs
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-

Number of risk approvals, transaction put on hold and rejected

-

Required vendor program profitability

-

Measurement how much Vendor’ sales has increased thanks to finance program

-

The non-interest income target ( up-front fees/administration fees, bundled fees, extension fees etc)

-

Time needed to pay out

-

Turnaround time

-

Conversion % (total number of contracts booked versus total contracts approved for financing)

-

Residual value realization

KPI’s must be used by leasing company in every aspect of its business, not only for VF, however in case of a
Vendor Finance program – the KPI’s should be specified in the Vendor Finance Cooperation agreement and then
measured during the life of the program. It is very important to underline that if there is an agreed KPI put in the
cooperation agreement, then the leasing company must at first, have operational capabilities to fulfill it, and at
second – it must have the reporting capabilities to measure it. The biggest mistake the leasing company can do,
is to agree to the KPI’s which can not be fulfilled, hoping that nobody will measure them. Vendors always want the
best possible financial support for their dealer’s and end-users, and if they do not receive the proper, agreed
support from the leasing company, they will terminate the cooperation agreement and go to the competitor, who
will be able to deliver what is promised. Vendor Finance is a relationship type of business where trust and good
quality cooperation is a precondition for program success.

Summary:
As stated earlier, this vendor program implementation manual has the aim to share the best international business
practices from how to effectively implement the Vendor Finance program and how to make the outstanding first
impression on the new vendor partner. The easiest way to prove that the leasing company has the right level of
operational excellence and customer service is to have best quality customer service, operational efficiency and
well structured implementation process for the new program roll-out. When such will exist, the leasing company
will add a lot of added value to any potential Vendor partner and will be very successful in becoming a fully-fledged
Vendor Finance provider.
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Introduction:
The signing of the Vendor Finance cooperation agreement is the final step, before the actual program roll out will
take place. In order to negotiate the agreement successfully between the leasing company and the vendor, the
proper new business development process needs to take place, where apart from all the important business
related issues, also the legal issues will be thoughtfully negotiated and agreed accordingly.
It is always recommended that the leasing company will prepare the draft template of the cooperation agreement,
as it will capture its core activity. Thanks to this, such cooperation agreement proposal will be more relevant and
pragmatic for further negotiations.
In the below table, the most important legal and business topics have been enlisted, which needs to be captured
in the Vendor Finance Cooperation agreement.

WHAT NEEDS TO BE
CAPTURED:
Start Date and Initial Term of the
agreement:
* Initial/minimum term of agreement
* Further terms and rights of
termination during such additional
term
Subject of cooperation agreement

Renewal structure:

Termination Structures (convenience,
breach with cure, Change in Control,
Material Adverse Change, etc…)

ADDITIONAL EXPLANATION:
The agreement needs to be entered into for a specified period of time. The more
complex and expensive legal structure, the longer term is recommended for the
program to reach its maturity and required profitability. Relevant details about the
term for each of the Vendor Finance structures is in the “Vendor Finance Best
Practices Analysis” document.
In this paragraph there must be clear specification what are the principles of
cooperation between the leasing company and the vendor. Usually there would be
a statement made that both Parties enter into the cooperation regarding the
establishment of the financial program, where the leasing company will offer
financing for products offered by the Vendor and the entities belonging to the sales
network authorized by the Vendor, on the Ukrainian market, to business entities
operating in Ukraine.
The business purpose of this agreement is to attract new customers and to
increase sales.
Unless terminated at the conclusion of the initial term, the agreement should be
automatically renewed for additional rolling 1 year terms, until terminated by a
Party.
With this automatic renewal approach, the time and money is saved by all Parties
as there will be no need to prepare the extension appendix.
Mutual termination powers needs to be clearly agreed in the cooperation
agreement:
Below are some suggestions how this might be dealt with, however this will be
always subject to individual negotiations:
* During the initial term the Vendor Finance cooperation agreement may be
terminated by either party on 6mths prior written notice prior to the expiry of the
initial term.
* During a further term the agreement may be terminated by either party at any
time on 90 days prior written notice.
* Either party may immediately terminate the agreement in the event of material
breach and not rectified with 14 days, liquidation/ administration/ receivership,
change of control or material adverse change.
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WHAT NEEDS TO BE
CAPTURED:
Indemnification and liability related
issues:
Dispute Resolution Procedure:
(escalation to litigation, escalation to
arbitration, etc…)
Financial products

Roles and responsibilities

Program Fees towards the Vendor

Subsidies/program incentives

Use of the graphic symbol (logo)

ADDITIONAL EXPLANATION:
The standard indemnity provisions might be incorporated into such agreement
(statutory and regulatory compliance). This will be driven by the internal company
rules of the Vendor and the leasing company and by the local law.
A standard disputes clause/variations should be included as this gives a clear
guidance how, in case of legal dispute, each Party should behave.
The financial products, which will be granted by the leasing company for the end
user, must be always specified. The following might be consider:
Financial Lease
Operating Lease
Loans (if applicable and possible to grant by the leasing company)
Assignment of receivables (in some business cases such legal product
will be needed)
Any other product developed together with the Vendor
It must be always clearly stated what kind of services does the leasing company
do and what kind of support vendor will do in case of Vendor Finance program.
The standard obligation of the leasing company is that it offers financing of
investments in machinery and equipment being sold by the vendor. Such
financing will be granted only if a positive credit decisions, in accordance with its
internal regulations in this respect, will be done by the leasing company.
In case of the Vendor, the scope of possible business arrangements is very
broad, and among other activities the Vendor might be obliged to the below:
informing about the possibility of granting vendor financing by the leasing
company and about its financial product,
transmission of Vendor Finance advertising and information materials to
the end user,
placing information about the Vendor Program in its own advertising
materials,
submitting non-binding financing offers towards the end-user/lessee, if
agreed with the leasing company,
helping with collection of the necessary customer financial documents for
risk review, which then will be made by the leasing company,
helping with the signing of the relevant leasing agreement, including the
protocol of acceptance, to accelerate the equipment delivery and pay out
process etc.
In case of a complex program and a unique business process flow, the Roles and
Responsibilities might be described in a separate appendix, with the detailed work
flow visualized and described.
In the most basic Vendor Finance program only the referral fee/commission
might apply, however this is not obligatory. In case of more complex, dividend
based Vendor programs different profit-sharing structures will apply.
Subsidies are very important marketing element in case of Vendor Finance
program. Due to this, then the following must be negotiated and captured in the
cooperation agreement:
Are there agreed any required subsidies or other incentives from Vendor program
partner?
Will any late payment interest to apply, if Vendor does not timely pay subsidies?
Are subsidies/ incentives exclusive to the leasing company?
If not, will the Vendor commit to at least not offer any “better” subsidies or other
incentives to any other party?
The Vendor Finance program might be constructed in the form of a private label
program, with the usage of the Vendor logo. In such case, in the cooperation
agreement it must be stipulated that the Vendor grants the leasing company the
non-exclusive license to use Vendor’s name/trade marks and logo.
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WHAT NEEDS TO BE
CAPTURED:
Performance metrics and reporting

ADDITIONAL EXPLANATION:
Every Vendor Program needs to agree the qualitative and quantitative metrics to
be able to measure the success of the program.
At least the following 3 basic KPIs needs to be captured in every Vendor
cooperation agreement, to be able to measure at least the basic program
performance:
Total financed amount (% of Target)
Finance Penetration Rate (Total financed amount/total eligible Vendor
sale)
Risk costs
Many other KPI’s could be added to the Vendor agreement, based on the
program complexity and how well embedded the vendor program will be into its
commercial cycle.

Program exclusivity or First Right of
Refusal
Governing law:

Restrictions on syndications

Import duties for direct deals and
Sales and Lease back when
equipment is not imported to EU
Risk sharing/remarketing support

Outsourcing of processing of personal
data/General Data Protection
Regulation (GDRP)

Vendor will expect a smooth operational process for the pay out, as the Partner
wants to shorten its sales cycle thanks to the financing so the leasing company
might expect that KPI’s which will reflect operational excellence of the leasing
company will be put into the cooperation agreement, such as:
Pay out time (% of transactions to be paid e.g. 48 hours after agreement
signed)
Risk approval
Such topic should always be negotiated with the vendor, however by program
exclusivity it is meant, that the leasing company will be the sole financial provider,
who will consider granting financing towards end-user.
It is always the most optimal that the governing law of such Vendor Cooperation
agreement will be subject to the local country law.
However in certain cases the global or international Vendors would like to chose
the governing law of their headquarter or e.g. European Master Branch. If this
would be the case, then the Ukrainian leasing company needs to very carefully
analyze, if such jurisdiction will be acceptable, as each country law differs and
any legal dispute could be very difficult to handle in case of a foreign law.
For some leasing companies the syndication might be very crucial, so this needs
to be clearly negotiated. Some Vendors might not initially want to agree to assign
deals by the leasing company to banks, as some of them might not understand
the reason behind it. In such case, the leasing company must explain to the
vendor its treasury/syndication process.
Some Vendors might want to import some of the equipment, and in such case
the import process and related duties must be defined and agreed, so that a
smooth business process will apply for such.
In order to increase the risk appetite by the leasing company, the Vendor might
offer different remarketing support/risk sharing support. The ultimate risk sharing
structure will depend to the great extent, on the Vendor openness to support
adequately the risk process and how to support the increased risk appetite in a
particular vendor finance program.
In certain programs there might be an arrangement that Vendor’s mother
company will grant a corporate guaranty, to strengthen the agreed risk sharing
arrangements. If so, this needs to be captured in the cooperation agreement,
preferable as an appendix, as then such guarantee will be an integral part of the
vendor finance agreed arrangements.
The leasing company shall outsource the processing of personal data in relation
to which the leasing company is the controller from the Vendor. This is a very
important legal topic as the GDRP regulations are very complex and processing
of personal data in an unauthorized form might lead to serious legal issues.
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WHAT NEEDS TO BE
CAPTURED:
Program Manager/Commercial team
support

Other central elements of the
partnership which are relevant to the
agreement prepared:

ADDITIONAL EXPLANATION:
The bigger the potential Vendor Finance program, the more probable is that a
Program Manager along with the Account Managers in the field will need to be
dedicated to the program. Full dedication is making business sense, only then
the right new business volume scale will be achieved by the leasing company. It
is always a subject to specific arrangements, and it might be agreed, that at first
a partial resource allocation will be, and then the program reaches the required
maturity, then a full sales team allocation will be made.
Equipment title:
Title and risk in the Equipment should always pass from the Vendor to the
leasing company, as the main assumption of the asset based finance approach,
is the security in the asset. The leasing company should always take an absolute
ownership right in the Equipment at that time and irrespective of whether the
Customer subsequently accepts the Equipment.
Deal size:
Not every leasing company has the capacity to finance small or mid-size ticket
transactions, so this topic must be always discussed with the Vendor and if there
will be a minimum deal size agreed, this should be specified as one of the
program conditions.
Risk process:
In order to smoothly process the risk application, a risk process flow must be
agreed with the Vendor, and especially the following should be taken into
consideration:
By whom will be submitted the credit applications - by end users, Vendor
and/or its dealers?
Is there agreed any specified credit turn around time for approval?
Can the Vendor appeal to the decline? And if so, in which form?
How the risk decision should be communicated to the Vendor/Dealer?

Summary
The Vendor Finance agreement needs to reflect well the business intentions of the Parties, which enter
into the potential cooperation. An appropriate time and effort needs to be put into the negotiations, as only the
proper understanding of the business and legal processes will result in the adequate vendor finance arrangements
put into the legal agreement. Such approach will translate into the establishment of potentially successful vendor
finance program.
It is always advised that from both sides: the Vendor ad the leasing company a negotiation leader will be appointed
(also can be called a New Business Developer) - who will be responsible for: smooth communication, they will act
as a liaison person between parties, will be responsible for the agreed deadlines and for proper administration and
exchange of adequate information.
There are many vendor finance programs on the market in Western Europe, who have been negotiated and
cooperation agreements signed, but they never turned out to be successful. It is due to the fact, that the new
business development and legal negotiations focused not on the right business priorities and the business
processes and commercial embedding of the vendor have been missed. This has resulted into legal agreements
signed, without the leasing company being able to add value to the vendor and ultimately in program failure.
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